Bookmarks

Status

* Open

Name

Bookmarks

Feature name and link

Bookmarks

Description

User bookmarks let users bookmark internal or external pages, create folders and organize their personal bookmarks in folders. Bookmarks can be cached if that option is enabled. A module is provided to let the users see their bookmarks, navigate through them, and add new bookmarks.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français

Descripción en español

Descripció en català

Popular alternatives

Type of feature

Navigation

Setup and admin UI

C

UI end user

C

Stability

C

Feature-set and power

C

Number of permissions

2

Permissions

- tiki_p_create_bookmarks
- tiki_p_cache_bookmarks

Can override global permissions?

Uses wiki syntax

Multilingual

History of changes

Watch item

RSS feeds

Import/export

Attach files

Comments
Ratings

Modules

Score

Works with global category system

Category details

Theme control

Mobile version

Printable version

Modules: Since_last_visit

MyTiki

yes

Search

Documentation & demo URL links

page 152 of 1.6 documentation

Notes

Works well with neat.css theme

Admin icon
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Comments

The original document is available at https://doc.tiki.org/item7